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Energy is one of the mostjmportqnt pre-conditions of life; absence of energy would
preclude the'development of our civilization. There are renewable and non-renewable
sources of energy available to cover energetic needs of mankind. It is simple to
differentiate between the two' the non-renewables are exhaustible (coal, oil, natural
gas, uranium) and the renewables will always be available (sun, water, wind,
geothermal energy).
It is necessary to consider another two factors of electricity generation which are
closely related to energy - ECONOMY and ENVIRONMENT - and that is not only because
of the common initial letter,
There is a permanent intention of Slovenske elektrame a.s. (national utility) to be a
modem, qualified and environmentally acceptable company. Continuous development of electricity generation base is the most important aspect of the Slovak energetic
concept. In this context, the task #1 is to complete the Mochovce Nuclear Power Plant
construction at such safety level that corresponds to Western standards, All international
audits that have been conducted at Mochovce plant so far proved that nuclear safety
as well as technical level of Mochovce NPP take the top position among all WER
440/213 units. Based on results of the reviews, West European power utilities decided to
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*„,, Af x?** Preseryilgtq^abie energetio-sys'tem pf-the Slovak'Republic Requires that'Mochovce
***^',NPP be completed and$connrr\issi6n§dfasrsopni as possible. The plant, with its high daily
*ge.aeration?rate:will<provide for our,co'mfQrtableraQd - in terms of energy - carefree life.
>^v'K5fef;feQver, it^|i,b,e^a significqnt^ cofitribution to the environmental protection, since
^^'/''^f^pucledrlefiergy is one of-the most environment-friendly energetic sources.
OF;SpURCES,USED FOR ELECTRICITY GENERATION IN'THE SLOVAK REPUBLIC

' ^ Fossil'fuelrbuiiniog power-plants 28%
^ * Hydro power plants 20%

"*

Nuclear power'plants 50%
Industrial and small power plants 2%

ATOM NUPLEUSTISSION

Nuclear fission reaction, the source of thermal energy, runs in the reactor core in
nucleus of the uranium U235 isotope The fission reaction itself is caused by penetration of a
loose neutron into nuclei of the uranium 235 isotope which is a fissionable material of
nuclear fuel Uranium 235 nucleus fissures to two fission products in the reactor core,
hence releasing a considerable energy that used to bound the nucleus parts - protons
and neutrons. The fission products split apart in a high speed. The kinetic energy changes
to a thermal one, and the nuclear fuel gets highly warmed (the temperature in a fuel rod
is more than 1,000°C). In the process of fission, 2 or 3 neutrons are liberated that could
fission other uranium atoms. The neutron liberated in the nuclear fission reaction has,
however, too high speed and energy to fission uranium 235 nuclei. Therefore it is
necessary to slow the neutron down in the nuclear reactor by a moderator. The VVER
440-type reactors use specially treated water as the moderator.
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FLEC7RICSTY c£E*JIER AVION IN A NUCLEAR POVv;ER PLANT
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The,scurceofheati a fossil fuiAcco gas"> 'hife nuplear flower plants use a nuclear fuel
assemblies is
,d#tf Jtse"* re<
iSpecia |yj tieated water

~< reaction CThe- water o,f 29^°b^flows
\tr\rpugh, a\hot branch'bf^he^prjnjiary
' loop irato a.heat exchanger - the<steam,
•^generator, Running through steam
generator tubes, the water transfers its
heat >o 222°C hot water of the
secondary circuit. The secondary circuit
water is evaporated in the steam generator and the steam generated is
transported through a steam coliector
to turbines A shaft of the turbine
Generator
revolves a generator which produces
the electricity
After transfenng its energy to the turbine, the steam condenses in condensers and
returns back, passing through heaters, to the steam generator in a liquid state The
mixture in the condenser is cooled by a tertiary" cooling circuit The water of this circuit is
cooled by air passing from the bottom to the top of a cooling tower ("chimney effect").
The air takes the water steam and little drops of water, hence forming steam clouds
above the cooling towers,
•/• /
PRIMARY CIRCUIT consists of: reactor, 6 cooling loops, 6 reactor coolant pumps, 12 main
isolating valves, 6steam generators, pressurizerand piping,
REACTOR is placed in a reinforced concrete pit and consists of: reactor pressure vessel,
reactor internals, vessel lid and upper plenum with drives of control rods.
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REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL,
,There is a suopomng cover Ishafirjr sps"p%rTdedl'i^RPA7^4n eljiptjcfper|
, f'xedintnabo-ftonripari ofYeWdft^heTeactor^^
^l*h ^ "i
1
^seated on the sha^ botrom |^^re f actor*pprejs ejqstjcally press(ed;by|;he.ijppre/ plehQnQ^ ^ * '*» ,
where^ control assembli <• ah^lher^mooocipjes^gliide, tubes^. qre fixlecl/pVd jh-cora,* <i
^ ^
'measurements transTerrcd V ^ ^ , , * ' * - ^ J , ^ ^ ^
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FUEL ASSEMBLY 1 f 101u I jsodjp WER 440?re,actorsris the enriched uranium dioxide (UO2)
, in roTTi of ceramic p^l -Is e n c a s e d ^ lea^tight fuel rod^ mq,de of/irconium alloy The
fuel assembly ib coi npos 30 o"f ,126 rods with 120 kg .off Del ."There 'are 312*f uel asseblies in
Thereac+orcon amo

co Ifblrods*
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CONTROL ROD i at-uihon Lo>a<ue[pdjifc'vthe,co'ntrorrod contams'an 'absorbing' part,
tooSltls'tiSbde of stainless steel wj"h addi1iioRi<of boron that absorbs neutrons
REACTOR POWER CONTROLrReactor power is controlled by increasing or decreasing the
nurnber of thermal neutrons in the reactor core Practically, it means insertion/ejection of

Reactor hall (left to right: reactor pit, spent fuel pool, refuelling machine)
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SCHEME OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION
IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
1 - reactor
2 - pressurizer
3 - main isolating valve
A - reactor coolant pump
5 - steom generator
6 - high pressure stage of turbine
7 - low pressure stage of turbine and condenser

8 - condensate pump
9 - generator
10 - cooling tower
11 - cooling water purnp
12 - bubble-condenser system
13 - containment
14 - transformer

CROSS - SECTION OF MOCHOVCE NPP UNIT
1 - unir transformer
2 - steam turbine
3 - generator
A - crane
5 - low pressure regeneration
6 - high pressure regeneration
7 - feedwater piping
8 - turbine holt
9 - control room
10 - computer room

? I - emergency control room
12 - reactor pressure vessel
13 - reactor upper plenum
14 - pressurizer
15- relief tank
16 - steam generator
\7 - reactorcoofanf pump
18 - primary piping
19 - main isolating valve
20 - spent fuel pool
21 -pitN". 1
22 - boric acid emergency tanks
23 - hydroaccumulators
24 - bubble channels
25 - air - irap
26 - pressurized air storage tanks
27 - corridor

28 - stack
29 - spent fuel pool coolers
30 - boron regulation heat exchangers
31 - bubble-condenser system cooler
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;cr\anging a boric acid solution
o!wef is coV)tro!le>d"by regulating
fission reaction 'in order to avoid
\ '-"
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uncontrolled progress df the fissroti.^ „"-* ^' ll
REACTOR* SCRAM is- a 'quick injte^rfup'tioh '"6f the fission reaction, that is the basic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Reactor upper plenum
Control rod drives
Reactor vessel lid
Flange ring
Protecting tube system
Outlet nozzle
Inlet nozzle
Reactor core
Shaft
Protecting tube with
hydraulic silencer
11. Reactor pressure vessel
12. Shaft bottom

Model of reactor
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'^jgjectnc drives t which, keep
^v-xKe" control rods in an
operational position is
•^.interrupted and the control
rods get inserted into the
core by gravity and stop the
fission reaction in 10-12
seconds, hence shutting the
reactor down
REFUELLING. Realtors are
Spent fuel storage rack
operated in cycles Refuelling
is a planned process taking approximately 40 days, during which one third of the fuel is
exchanged The total charge is 42 tons of fuel and is exchanged in three years The fuel is
replaced using the refuelling machine during an outage when the reactor is shut and
cooled down, The refuelling process is done under a protective layer of water,
according to an exactly calculated programme, The refuelling machine moves above
a refuelling pool, spent fuel pool and fresh fuel pool and the machine takes spent fuel
assemblies from the reactor and puts them into the spent fuel pool using a telescopic
bar. The fresh fuel assemblies are loaded into the reactor core. There are extensive
checks and revisions of classified equipment done during the refuelling outages.
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pefsirpel* triune
controt robrruTHe
instrumentation
and control .system for "Mochovce
NPP was supplied
bySIEMEN'S,
Germany The
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Control room

system ranks among the most reliable systems currently used at European nuclear poWer <
plants The control room personnel preparation is a long-lasting process - it takes a few
years for an university-educated personnel to become operators at the control room

NUCLEAR SAFETY
is primarily ensured by barriers that prevent leak of radioactivity into the environment
1 -st barrier-zirconium alloy cladding of fuel rods,
2-nd barrier- the material and thickness of the reactor pressure vessel,
3-rd barrier - reinforced-concrete confinement with a hermetic austenitic facing
forming so-called hermetic zone, where primary circuit components are placed.
Safety systems of the plant are divided to: (1) passive systems - those which are
activated spontaneously (requiring neither electric, nor mechanic power supply) when
limit parameters of the primary circuit are crossed, and (2) active systems - driven by
electric pumps. The safety system called bubble-condenser system is a part of the
containment. It is a passive system the aim of which is to decrease pressure of the
containment by condensing a steam-gas mixture and to localize non-condensed
elements of the coolant that leaked from the primary circuit in case of an accident. The
bubble-condenser tower consists of 12 floors of bubble channels filled with a boric acid
solution, and 4 air-traps where non-condensed gases are entrapped. Hydroaccumulators - a passive safety system - are tanks containing a boric acid solution that is
poured out to the reactor core in case of a pressure drop in the primary circuit.
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"Tfeiere are>,<follbwj6g''active
safety systems ^wipietf? are- diff^-j"
uccordlnayto a pump*
„.> ' -^-hi^ghpressure safety systems, >
*- loW'pressure safety systems,
-spray system
The safety systems are 200%
1
backed up, i e e a c h system
consists of 3 i d e n t i c a l a n d
independent systems, whereby
activation of one of those is
sufficient to g a m control of
emergency. The entire process of
mitigation is automatic - no
operator's action is needed
Bubble - condenser system
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The ultimate goal of the MochovceNuclear Power Plant's Operator is to complete
and operate the plant at such safety, level that .will satisfy current international
requirements and standards,/and:, will be. acceptable to the Western public At
Mochovce, the prime and endless attention has been given to the issue of safety. In
1994, based on the Slovak Nuclear Regulatory Authority's (NRA SR) request, the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) conducted a review mission to Mochovce
NPP focusing on VVER 440/213 reactor improvement. Another important safety review
was undetaken by RISKAUDIT (a joint organization of the German and French Nuclear
Regulatory Authorities). The two missions, as well as many others, proved that after
implementation of additional safety measured that had been proposed and approved,
safety parameters of Mochovce NPP would be comparable with modern power plants
of West European countries.
A number of safety improvements had already been incorporated in the basic
design of the plant, e.g. anti-seismic fastening of safety related equipment; and some of
those have been implemented in the course of the construction works, e.g. replacement
of the original Czecho-Siovak control system (DERIS) with the state-of-the-art SIEMENS

^
experience from WER-type.
re^c'j^^pperatioR^Technical Specifications of'Sgfety Measures (TSSMs) have been
' vCdeveJoped which' weje approved, by NRA SR. The TSSMs contain over 80 safety'
" ;M;Hr)iprpyements, inQplementation of which was contractually allocated to Siemens
"> -'^^y^Vf?^),' Frqmatome (France), SKODA Prague, EGP Prague (Czech Republic),
%
- • Atomenergoexport(Russia),andResearch'lnsfituteofNPPs(SlovakRepublic).
j
- In most cases1, the safety improvement starts with an analysis that will show whether
_ the improvement in the given area is necessary or not.
The most important safety improvements are the following ones (1) fire safety
improvements, (2) physical isolation of safety-related systems, so that e.g. in case of a
pipe rupture to prevent damaging other systems that may be located close to the
damaged one, (3) emergency procedures - development of new-generation symptom
oriented emergency procedures using the U.S approach of Westinghouse Co., and (4)
seismic analyses of the Mochovce site.
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Slovensioleie^trarne
MochoYcaNucieaflRo.wertRlant
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DISCLAIMER

Portions of this document may be
illegible in electronic image products,
Images are produced from the best
available original document.

